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Abstract

In this paper we propose a design strategy that exploits the strengths of di�erent formal
approaches to establish a reliable path from a mechanically veri�ed high-level description to
a concrete gate-level realization. We demonstrate the use of this approach in the realization
of a fault-tolerant clock synchronization circuit.

We used the Digital Design Derivation system (DDD) to derive major portion of the
design leaving relatively small portions to be veri�ed either by use of a mechanical theo-
rem prover (PVS) or by demonstrating boolean equivalence using Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams. DDD allows the designer to isolate areas of the design space where mechanized
proof support can be most e�ectively applied, while maintaining the overall integrity of the
development process. The interface between the di�erent systems has not yet been com-
pletely formalized but we believe that our approach will provide an e�ective design path
from high-level speci�cations to concrete realizations.



1 Introduction

Architectural components realizing fault-tolerant algorithms require e�ective design tech-

niques. Even if the algorithm is formally veri�ed, a simple bug in the realization could

introduce a single point failure. There are a number of cases of mechanically veri�ed fault-

tolerant algorithms [11, 20, 12], as well as veri�ed speci�cations of high-level system descrip-

tions [6, 7, 16, 23]. In addition, there have been exercises demonstrating the application

of mechanical theorem provers to the veri�cation of hardware components realizing fault-

tolerant algorithms [22, 1, 13]. The di�culty with these veri�ed components is that each

proof involves simplifying assumptions concerning the rest of the architecture. In particular,

they assume that the redundant computing elements are operating in lock-step synchrony.

While it is possible to achieve this using existing clock synchronization algorithms, Byzantine

agreement can be achieved with looser synchronization. Furthermore, these veri�cations are

not robust in the face of changes. That is, a small change in the design may invalidate much

of the correctness proof.

A di�erent approach is formal derivation of hardware. The Digital Design Derivation

system (DDD) [2] implements a collection of behavior preserving transformations that allow

a designer to realize a design that is \correct-by-construction". There have been a number

of signi�cant designs realized using DDD. In particular, Bose has formally derived the DDD-

FM9001 [3] processor from Hunt's formal speci�cation of the mechanically veri�ed FM9001

microprocessor [8]. Another signi�cant derivation is the development of a Scheme Machine,

which consists of a garbage-collecting memory system and a CPU that executes high-level

Scheme primitives [24]. During the above projects, it was recognized that a combination of

DDD with mechanized proof support would be superior to either approach individually [10].

An important characteristic of DDD is that it allows the designer exibility to explore the

design space. It is fairly easy to explore a number of design possibilities in a formal manner,

without committing to a particular design decision. In contrast, if a design is veri�ed with

a mechanical theorem proving system, it is unlikely that any of it will be altered, due to the

di�culties inherent in modifying the correctness proof.
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Conversely, there are some design optimizations that may not be e�ectively realized

within a transformational system. In particular, some transformations are only applicable

within the context of a certain design. Such transformations cannot be justi�ed on general

principles. We adopt the terminology of Saxe, et al. [18] and refer to these as an ad hoc

transformations. Justi�cation of such transformations requires theorem proving support.

Thus, we would like to augment the derivational approach with mechanical theorem proving

support thereby enabling the e�ective formal development of more e�cient hardware.

This paper documents the �rst attempt to derive hardware from a parameterized formal

speci�cation of a fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithm. This e�ort involves three

di�erent classes of formal design techniques and spans the spectrum from abstract properties

to a realizable circuit design. In addition, each stage in the development maintains some

generality, so the resulting circuit can be used in a variety of systems.

2 Fault-Tolerant Clock Synchronization

A critical function in a fault-tolerant architecture is synchronizing the clocks of the redundant

computing elements. Schneider [19] demonstrates that many fault-tolerant clock synchro-

nization algorithms can be treated as re�nements of a general protocol. Shankar [20] and

Miner [12] have provided mechanically checked proofs of Schneider's paradigm.

A generalized view of the algorithm employed by each participant in the protocol is:

do forever f
exchange clock values

determine adjustment for this interval

determine local time to apply correction

when time, apply correctiong

Schneider's paradigm is parameterized by

� N|the number of clocks participating in the protocol, N > 0

� F|the number of faults tolerated
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� A mechanism for exchanging clock values. The relationship between N and F depends

upon this mechanism. Usually, N > 3F .

We use � to denote a collection of readings from clocks in the system. In the mechan-

ically veri�ed theory, � is a function from clock indices to clock readings.

� cfn|a convergence function that must satisfy three properties

Translation Invariance The function depends only on the relative magnitude of the

readings, not the absolute magnitude.

Precision Enhancement For any two good clocks with similar estimates of other

clocks values, the result of computing the convergence function is similar.

Accuracy Preservation If the readings from good clocks are su�ciently similar, then

the computed value of the convergence function is close to all good clocks.

� R|the nominal duration of a synchronization interval.

The fault-tolerant midpoint convergence function,

cfnMID(�) =

$
�(F+1) + �(N�F )

2

%
;

where �(m) = the mth largest value of �

employed in the Welch and Lynch [25] clock synchronization algorithm, possesses the re-

quired properties of a convergence function. A machine checked proof of this is presented

by Miner [12]. In this paper, we will use the assumptions of Miner's veri�cation as a top-

level speci�cation for a clock synchronization circuit employing the fault-tolerant midpoint

convergence function.

3 Overview of Veri�cation Procedure

This veri�cation e�ort involves the use of three distinct classes of veri�cation tools: mechan-

ical theorem proving systems (Ehdm [17], PVS [14]), a formal Digital Design Derivation
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system (DDD [2]), and automatic tautology checking using Ordered Binary Decision Dia-

grams (OBDDs [5]).

Figure 1 gives an overview of the various formal veri�cations performed. The top two lev-

els in the �gure represent Miner's mechanical veri�cation of Schneider's paradigm [12]. This

is a fully mechanized proof that any system that satis�es a small collection of properties is

guaranteed to provide fault-tolerant clock synchronization. The work reported in this paper

begins with a state-machine that represents a generalized clock synchronization algorithm.

We claim without proof that this representation satis�es the appropriate assumptions of the

Ehdm veri�cation.

This state machine is transformed into a structural description using DDD. This struc-

tural description is transformed into an architecture using both built-in DDD transformations

and an ad hoc [18] transformation that requires external justi�cation. Appropriate subsets

of the DDD description are manually translated into the PVS logic. The PVS prover is then

used to demonstrate that a particular substitution preserves behavior within the context of

the rest of the design. Additional structural transformations are applied to yield a concrete

architecture. This architecture is then transformed into a gate-level description using stan-

dard DDD projection functions, some custom projections justi�ed by mechanized proof, and

OBDDs to establish equivalence of projected modules to some custom components. This

boolean level representation is targeted to a realization using the Actel Field Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) technology.

There are gaps in the formal development described here. The proof that the top-level

DDD speci�cation satis�es the appropriate requirements of the Ehdm veri�cation has not

been done. Furthermore, the translations between DDD and PVS are manual; there is no

formal interface de�ned between the two systems. Similarly, the translation to the source

languge for the OBDDs is manual.

3.1 A brief introduction to DDD

(The following description of DDD is adapted from [4])
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Clock Syncronization Property

DDD Specification

Abstract Architecture

Concrete Architecture

Boolean Realization (Actel)

EHDM

DDD

DDD / PVS

DDD / OBDDs / PVS

General Syncronization Algorithm

Figure 1: Veri�cation Levels
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DDD (Digital Design Derivation System) is a transformation system which implements

a basic design algebra for synthesizing digital circuit descriptions from high level functional

speci�cations [9, 2]. DDD is much like a theorem prover in the sense that it automates the

transformations needed for circuit synthesis, but requires guidance to perform a derivation.

DDD is implemented in the Lisp dialect Scheme as a collection of transformations that

operate on s-expressions. The system is intended to provide a well founded, mechanized,

algebraic tool set for design derivation; it is used interactively to transform higher level

behavioral speci�cations into hierarchical boolean systems, to which logic synthesis tools are

then applied.

In DDD, a sequence of transformations are applied to an initial speci�cation de�ning a

derivation path towards an implementation satisfying an intended set of design constraints.

The initial behavior description is in a restricted class of iterative function-de�nition schemes.

Behavior descriptions are folded and unfolded to achieve a proper scheduling of operations.

From a suitable behavior description, DDD automatically builds an abstract system descrip-

tion composed of a decision combinator representing control, and a structural component

representing architecture. A sequence of factorization steps decomposes this structural com-

ponent into a communicating system of modules, encapsulating complex signals and functions

as co-processes. A third class of transformations introduces a lower-level representation. Ul-

timately, this decomposition produces a hierarchy of boolean subsystems. Logic synthesis is

used to assemble the subsystems to the appropriate technology.

4 Behavioral Speci�cation

An abstract view of our behavioral speci�cation is given in Figure 2 using the ASM chart

notation from [15] . This corresponds to a top-level DDD speci�cation. It establishes the

control of the machine and identi�es some of the registers, but leaves architectural com-

ponents abstractly speci�ed. In particular, we have not given an explicit representation

for either � or cfn. Our choice for cfn is the fault-tolerant midpoint convergence function
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X
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F

T

LC+1 -> LC

out = test(LC)

out = test(LC)
LC+1->LC

compute cfncfn computed? F

T

LC+1->LC
0-> LC

out = test(LC)

LC =?= R+ADJT F

Update(     ,  ...)->

Enough( ... )?

cfn(     )-> ADJ

θ

θ

θ
NEXT(i, ...) -> i
reset(    ) -> θ

θ

Figure 2: ASM Chart for General Algorithm

presented in section 2.

We will use a standard mechanism for exchanging readings. At a �xed o�set into each

synchronization interval, each participant in the protocol will transmit a signal. Upon receipt

of that signal, each clock will capture its estimate for the transmitting clock. By analyzing

delays in the communication mechanism we can arrive at an estimate of what the value of

the local counter, LC, should be when a clock receives a signal from another clock that is

perfectly synchronized. This is a constant value that we denote by Q. Thus, the value we

capture when we receive a signal from a remote clock is LC �Q.

We now need speci�cations for the functions manipulating �. Our arguments to Update

include �, a collection of N signals, and a reading, LC �Q. Since our convergence function

chooses elements of � based on their relative magnitude, it is desirable to capture these

readings in an ordered manner. Update maintains an array of ags, indicating which signals

have been received during the current interval. It also maintains a list of readings using the
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following function:

(define update-readings

(lambda (theta reading pop-count)

(let ((new-cnt (- pop-count (length theta))))

(append theta (make-list new-cnt reading)))))

Argument pop-count represents the number of signals received from distinct clocks dur-

ing this interval. Since the argument for reading, LC � Q, is increasing with each tick of

the local counter, this functions captures the readings of the remote clocks in a sorted list.

The DDD speci�cation of the convergence function is:

(define cfn

(lambda (theta)

(floor divby2 (add (index (f+1) theta)

(index (n-f) theta)))))

(define floor divby2 (lambda (a) (floor (div a 2))))

This is a direct translation of the speci�cation given in Section 2. Since we have been

careful to capture the readings in sorted order, index simply selects the (F + 1)th and

(N � F )th elements of the sorted list.

This speci�cation of the synchronization algorithm is quite general. We could easily sub-

stitute a number of di�erent convergence functions. For many of the published convergence

functions, it would be unnecessary to alter our mechanism for capturing the readings of

remote clocks in a sorted list. Any of the following convergence functions could be used

instead of the fault-tolerant midpoint (the names are from Schneider [19]): Egocentric Av-

erage, Fast Convergence Algorithm, or Fault-tolerant Average. Other algorithms, such as

that by Srikanth and Toueg [21], do not �t as cleanly into this speci�cation.
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Other portions of the algorithm depend upon our choice of convergence function. Since

we are using the fault-tolerant midpoint, we know we will have enough readings to compute

the convergence function as soon as we have seen signals from N � F other clocks. A

di�erent convergence function would require a di�erent predicate `Enough(...)?'. Similarly,

simple inspection of the convergence function allows us to conclude that we can compute

the convergence function within a single tick, so in our case predicate `cfn computed?' is

always true.

During normal operation, the interval index i is incremented at the end of each interval.

However, at system startup or when multiple faults occur, it may be appropriate to clear

this index. Hence, we modify i using the abstract function NEXT in the ASM chart. For a

system that enables recovery from transient faults, NEXT will also include a majority vote

of indices received from other clocks. The elapsed time in clock ticks from the start of the

protocol is iR+ LC.

Now that we have described the architectural components of this behavioral speci�ca-

tion, we can transform it into a structural description using DDD and begin re�ning the

architecture. The initial architecture derived from this behavioral speci�cation is given in

Figure 3.

The areas enclosed by dotted lines in Figure 3 will remain unchanged throughout the

remainder of this development. Function test generates signals to other clocks in the sys-

tem. Correct implementation requires knowledge of delays in the underlying communication

mechanism. Therefore, we will defer implementing this portion of the design until we build a

complete system. Similarly, there are compelling reasons to defer implementing the popula-

tion count module and the interval index counter. In particular, the function NEXT includes a

vote of indices received from other clocks in the system. This function can either be realized

in software or can be merged with the voter from a Byzantine agreement module.
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test

INC CLR

LC

-(Q)

R

 =?

status

status

status

status

status

ADJ

CFN

UPD RST

θ

i

status

count

NEXT

signals
status pop- count

Figure 3: Initial Architecture

5 Structural Transformations

This section will focus on the core function of the synchronization system. Using standard

DDD transformations augmented by some specialized techniques, we will develop a circuit

design, central to the synchronization algorithm, that is independent of the number of par-

ticipants in the protocol.

Since we know that the convergence function only requires two readings, it is not neces-

sary to generate estimates for all clocks in the system. We would like to replace this portion

of the design with a more e�cient realization as depicted by the ad hoc transformation in

Figure 4. This design step involves standard DDD transformations, such as expanding the

de�nition of cfn, in addition to a step justi�ed by mechanized proof. We �rst isolate the

portion of the design which we want to transform. This is the part of Figure 4 enclosed by a

dotted box. The DDD representation of the contents of this dotted box prior to the ad hoc

transformation is given by:
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(N-F)θθ(F+1)

ADJ

INC CLR

LC

R

 =?

-(Q)
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INC CLR

LC

-(Q)

R

 =?

status

status

status

status
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status

status
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count
F1  NF
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 NF
status

Figure 4: Ad Hoc Transformation

(define CLOCK-SYNC.1.2

(lambda (ADJUST READING POP-COUNT END-OF-INTERVAL STATE)

(system-letrec

((STATUS (XPS STATE ADJUST END-OF-INTERVAL))

(THETA

(! (new-theta)

(SELECT

STATUS

(UPDATE-READINGS THETA READING POP-COUNT)

(UPDATE-READINGS THETA READING POP-COUNT)

THETA

(RESET-THETA THETA)

THETA)))

(CFN (SELECT

STATUS

?

?

(FLOOR DIVBY2

(ADD (INDEX (F+1) THETA)

(INDEX (N-F) THETA)))

?

?)))

(list STATUS THETA CFN))))
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In the DDD descriptions, a stream equation (de�ning X) of the form (X (! x (F X Y )))

indicates that X is the output of a register. In more conventional formal notation, we would

say that X is an in�nite list satisfying the equation X = cons(x; F (X;Y )). The stream

THETA above is of this form. A stream without a \!", such as CFN above, represents the

output of a combinational circuit element. We use the symbol `?' to represent a don't care

value.

We wish to replace this sub-system with a more e�cient hardware implementation. Our

collection of clock readings, �, is represented by a sorted list. We can replace this list, which

would require N registers, with two registers, one for each value required in the computation

of the convergence function.

Within DDD, we introduce two new streams, THETA-F1 and THETA-NF as follows:

( ...

(F1 (! ? (GEQ POP-COUNT (F+1))))

(NF (! ? (GEQ POP-COUNT (N-F))))

(THETA-F1

(! ? (UPDATE-REG F1 THETA-F1 READING)))

(THETA-NF

(! ? (UPDATE-REG NF THETA-NF READING)))

... )

Both the initial sub-system description and these new streams are manually translated

into the PVS logic. We also extract information characterizing the behavior of the input

streams. The PVS proof shows that whenever the convergence function is computed, say at

time j, that THETA-NFj = (INDEX (N-F) THETA)j (and similarly for THETA-F1). This proof

depends critically upon the fact that POP-COUNT is non-decreasing over a synchronization

interval and at least N � F when the convergence function is computed.

The PVS proofs were independent of the values N and F . Any transformation purely
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within DDD would require a concrete speci�cation of these two values. Furthermore, now

that the design has been transformed to the two-register implementation, the streams F1

and NF can be moved into a di�erent partition of the design space. This leaves us with a

core subsystem that is independent of the number of clocks in the system.

After performing the ad hoc transformation, we invoke some standard DDD transforma-

tions resulting in the �nal architecture depicted in Figure 5. The most interesting of these

θ(F+1) (N-F)θ

LC

R
ADJ

/2

INC CLR

 =?

-(Q)

status
status status

status

 NF F1

Figure 5: Final Architecture

transformations factors the three adders in the previous design into a single component. Now

that we have a veri�ed architecture, we can generate a concrete instance of the design.

6 Gate-level realization

The architecture in Figure 5 is still at an abstract level in that signals represent integer

values. To obtain a concrete gate-level realization we need to instantiate these signals with

bit-vectors of appropriate width. The values of Q and R are instantiated to 212 and 213

respectively. A 16-bit representation is su�cient to avoid overow using these values.

The DDD-derived architecture can be mapped onto a bit-vector representation using the

projection transformations of DDD. It can then be directly mapped onto Actel modules. We
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already have e�cient Actel implementations of both an adder and an incrementor. In essence,

we want to replace some modules of the derived architecture with e�cient implementations

of the same functions. The technique we use here is similar to the one reported in [4].

Projections of DDD

PVS

PVS

OBDDs

OBDDs

Concrete Architecture

Factored 

Abstract 

Adder

Factored

Abstract 

Incrementor

Boolean

Ralization

Efficient 

adder

Efficient

Incrementor

Bit-level

Ripple-carry

Adder

Figure 6: Boolean Realization

Since we would like to replace the adder and incrementor modules with our own designs,

these modules are factored out prior to the projection transformations. The rest of the

architecture is then projected onto a 16-bit representation, either by the standard projections

of DDD or by other projections which are later proved to be correct with PVS. At this stage,

the whole design, except for the factored adder and incrementor, is at the boolean level. To

complete the transformation we have to show the equivalence of the factored modules and

our engineered versions of the same functions.

The equivalence of the abstract adder and our e�cient adder is established in two stages

as shown in Figure 6. First we use PVS to prove that the abstract adder can be realized by

a ripple-carry bit-vector adder. This is analogous to a projection transformation in DDD.

Next, to complete the veri�cation, the formal equivalence between the engineered gate-level

version of the adder and the ripple-carry adder is established using OBDDs by encoding

both the adders into boolean equations. The same kind of proof technique is used for the

incrementor. This circuit can now be directly realized using an Actel FPGA.
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7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have presented the development of a fault-tolerant clock synchronization

circuit using a combination of formal design tools. The primary tool was the Digital Design

Derivation system, which provides a framework to explore design options in a safe manner.

In the course of development, we recognized that there were design optimizations that could

be more easily handled using either mechanical theorem proving techniques or tautology

checkers. By incorporating these techniques, we developed a core circuit design that can

be used in a clock synchronization system composed of an arbitrary number of redundant

elements.

We were also able to defer implementation decisions for other aspects of the design.

This exibility is necessary in the development of a full architecture. The DDD system has

proven e�ective in helping isolate portions of the design for further re�nement. We believe

that further extensions of this approach will allow us to integrate this synchronization circuit

into a fault-tolerant architecture.

The veri�cation approach spanned the spectrum from a high-level speci�cation of ab-

stract properties to a realization of a boolean circuit description. A mechanical theorem

proving system is quite useful for the veri�cation of abstract algorithms. DDD has proven

e�ective in transforming an algorithmic function de�nition into a circuit description. Bi-

nary Decision Diagrams are quite useful in proving boolean equivalence. A practical formal

design system should exploit the strengths of each of these approaches. Our presentation

has illustrated some possible interactions between these di�erent approaches. However, the

interfaces between these formal systems still need to be formalized.
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